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Chapterr 2 

Truthh as Limi t of Inquiry? 

2.11 Introduction 

Inn 1913, in his thesis De kennisleer van het Anglo-Amerikaansch pragmatisme 
(The(The Epistemology of Anglo-American Pragmatism), Tobias Muller puts forward 
aa bold proposition that, although the arguments presented by Muller are now 
outdated,, surely deserves to be reconsidered: "Pragmatism is essentially a ref-
ormationn of logic". In this chapter I will set out which reforms of traditional 
logicc were advocated by the American pragmatist Charles Sanders Peirce, how 
hee attempted to explain the concept of truth by means of his logic, and why the 
latterr undertaking is doomed to fail. 

Inn the second half of the 19th century, both the foundations of traditional 
logicc and those of the traditional ideal of knowledge, that had been laid down 
byy Aristotle in his Analytica priora and his Analytica posteriora, were beginning 
too crack as a result of the constant erosion caused by new developments in the 
sciences.. It became clear that modern mathematical reasoning could hardly be 
representedd by the limited range of forms of reasoning provided by Aristotelian 
syllogistic,, while the evidence postulate of Aristotle's ideal of knowledge was being 
underminedd by such developments as the discovery of non-Euclidian geometries. 
Thee demise of the Aristotelian ideal of knowledge provoked a lively debate on the 
'crisiss of science', the 'crisis of certitudes', or even a 'crisis of culture', a discussion 
whichh was not restricted to a single philosophical school. To a large extent, early 
twentiethh century philosophy consisted of an attempt to define its own position 
inn the light of these crises in an intellectually sound (or unsound!) way. 

Inn order to get some sort of overall view of the purpose and extent of the 
reformm of traditional logic that Peirce had in mind, it is essential to make an 
excursionn into the Aristotelian ideal of knowledge. Aristotle's own position is not 
adequatelyy represented when it is understood as an "axiomatisation of scientific 
method",, because it describes "the foundations of, and accordingly the require-

7 7 
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meritss for, irrefutable knowledge" (epistêmê)} independently of the way in which 
thiss knowledge is acquired. It should be seen as an ideal of necessarily true and 
unshakablee knowledge, an ideal that is compatible with different theories about 
thee way in which that knowledge is attained. Evert Willem Beth gives the fol-
lowingg description of that wThich he - somewhat misleadingly - calls "Aristotle's 
theoryy of science" [Beth. 1959, p. 31-32]: 

AA  deductive science is a system S of sentences, which satisfies the 
followingg postulates: 

(I)) Any sentence belonging to S must refer to a specific domain of 
reall  entities; 

(II )) Any sentence belonging to S must be true: 

(III )) If certain sentences belong to S. any logical consequence of these 
sentencess must belong to S; 

(IV )) There are in S a (finite) number of terms, such that 

(a)) the meaning of these terms is so obvious as to require no 
furtherr explanation; 

(b)) any other term occurring in S is definable by means of these 
terms; ; 

(V)) There are in S a (finite) number of sentences, such that 

(a)) the truth of these sentences is so obvious as to require no 
furtherr proof; 

(b)) the truth of any other sentence belonging to S may be es-
tablishedd by logical inference starting from these sentences. 

Thee postulates (I), (II) , and (III ) wil l be called, respectively, the re-
ality,ality, the truth, and the deductivity postulate. The postulates (IV) 
andd (V) together constitute the so-called evidence postulate; the fun-
damentall  terms and sentences, referred to in postulates (IV) and (V), 
aree called the principles of the science under consideration. 

Forr centuries, Euclidean geometry and Archimedean statics have prevailed as 
showpiecess of the Aristotelian ideal of knowledge. In this connection we also have 
too mention Spinoza's Ethica and Newton's Principia. Only in the nineteenth 
centuryy did developments in the different sciences - including the discovery of 
non-Euclideann geometries by Bolyai and Lobachevsky2 undermine the evidence 
postulate,, as a consequence of which the Aristotelian ideal of knowledge itself 
finallyfinally  fell into disfavour. 

^ eee [De Rijk, 1988, p. 8]. 
2Seee [Beth, 1950, Chapter 1]. 
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Thee success of the sciences had already forced philosophers to revise their un-
derstandingg of science - since the beginning of the twentieth century, a dynamic 
conceptionn of science in all its diversity has become generally accepted -, but 
onlyy recently, the collapse of the Aristotelian ideal of knowledge gave rise to a 
neww epistemology. Until now the revolution in epistemology has not been fully 
realized,, a fact that can be partially explained by the aforementioned compati-
bilit yy between a dynamic scientific practice, in which the evidence postulate no 
longerr plays a part, and a static ideal of knowledge, in which necessity is still 
conceivedd as a characteristic of truth. 

AA second reason that can be put forward is the circumstance that the Aris-
toteliann ideal of knowledge has long persevered in philosophy as the methodolog-
icall  backbone of so-called 'philosophical disciplines' (such as philosophical logic, 
philosophicalphilosophical theory of space, and philosophy of nature in the first half of the 
twentiethh century3), thus preserving the scientific ring of metaphysics.4 

However,, the illusive character of this preservation immediately comes 
too light when we examine what is actually being offered under the lofty 
headingg of 'philosophical discipline'. It then becomes clear that all it 
involvess is a collection of notions that have been discarded by the 
'sciences'.. [Beth, 1964, p. 33] 

AA third argument for the slow propagation of a new epistemology is the fact 
thatt modern (post-Fregean, 'mathematical') logic, an instrument that played a 
cruciall  part in the development of analytical philosophy, originated from the study 
off  mathematical reasoning. The logical investigations of Prege and Russell, who 
criticizedd traditional logic on the grounds of its failure to describe mathemati-
call  reasoning adequately and who consequently developed new logics that were 
moree suited for the task, produced logical systems that were concerned with the 
modellingg of reasoning within a relatively small and atypical field of scientific 
knowledge,, inasmuch as it was cumulative and deductive, namely mathematics. 
Thee triumph of this mathematically oriented logic led to the idea that 'mathe-
maticall  logic' could serve as an instrument for the analysis of human knowledge 
ass such (Russell's 'logical atomism' comes to mind). However, Hans Reichenbach 
justlyy writes: 

Thee way to a consistent empiricism is open only to those who are 
readyy to interpret empirical knowledge in its own right, to abandon 
thee prejudice that mathematics is the prototype of all knowledge. 
[Reichenbachh 1948, p. 142] 

3Seee [Beth, 1964, p. 38]. Contemporary philosophical logic bears hardly any similarity to its 
prewarr namesake. 

4Remnantss of the Aristotelian ideal of knowledge are also found in the attempts at Letzt-
begründungbybegründungby early twentieth-century analytic philosophers, with the exception of Otto Neurath 
andd Kazimierz Ajdukiewicz. 
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Fourthly,, the clear inadequacy of mathematical logic' in the fields of knowl-
edgee and communication outside mathematics has given rise to a vast number of 
esotericc logics for a broad range of large and small tasks, and that in turn has 
favouredd the independence of contemporary philosophical logic, which has almost 
entirelyy freed itself from epistemology. 

Inn his inquiries into the conditions of human cognition during his naturalistic 
periodd (from circa 1870 to the 1880s), Charles Peirce combined a systematic 
interestt in non-deductive logics with an unfortunately not altogether consistent 
rejectionn of the Aristotelian ideal of knowledge. It is notable that precisely Peirce's 
attemptss to define the traditional epistemological concepts of 'truth' and 'reality' 
havee flourished in contemporary epistemology, while almost everyone has turned a 
blindd eye to the new epistemological perspectives opened up by his pragmatism.5 

Inn the following section, Peirce's philosophy of logic is summarized so that we 
cann get a grip on his attempts to conceive truth as the limit of scientific inquiry. 
Thee final section is a refutation of the arguments of a contemporary advocate of 
aa Peircean account of truth. 

2.22 C.S. Peirce's Theory of Scientific Inquiry 

Alll  the familiar handbooks on the history of logic, whose authors unanimously 
restrictt the domain of logical inquiry to mathematical reasoning, traditionally 
presentt Charles Sanders Peirce (1839-1914) as co-founder of the theory of rela-
tionss and as a researcher in the field of Boolean algebra: the logical operator 
'neither.... nor...' with its remarkable properties had already been discovered by 
Peircee round 1880,6 while Peirce's notation of logical quantifiers (II for the uni-
versall  and S for the existential quantifier), which was implemented by his pupil 
O.H.. Mitchell in 1883, independently of Frege, quickly became current among 
algebrists.77 The game theoretical interpretation of logical quantifiers, propagated 
byy Paul Lorenzen and Jaakko Hintikka in the second half of the twentieth century, 
wass also pioneered by Peirce.8 

Nevertheless,, there is something to be said against the image presented by 
historianss of Peirce's philosophy of logic. Recent history of logic has mainly 
highlightedd the historical run up to succesful developments in mathematical logic 
and,, as a consequence, divergent views have been eclipsed. 

Fromm the beginning Peirce, who like Frege and Russell was a critic of tradi-
tionall  logic, followed in the footsteps of the English school of logic, that pursued 

5Isaacc Levi's pragmatist epistemology is an important exception. 
6Sincee 1913, H.M. Sheffer has been wrongly credited with the discovery of the fact that the 

operatorss of classical propositional logic can be defined with only one operator. The Sheffer 
strokestroke 'not both... and.. / is the dual of Peirce's operator. See [Kneale and Kneale. 1962, 
p.. 423]. 

77 [Putnam, 1982]. 
8[Hilpinen.. 1982]. 
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"aa connected view of the principles of evidence and the methods of scientific 
investigation",, and had a broader perspective of human reasoning than his math-
ematicallyy oriented colleagues: the justification of scientific knowledge - a central 
problemm in Kant's Kritik der reinen Vernunft - became the focal point of his 
philosophicall  interests. 

Inn the first article of the lectures series Illustrations of the Logic of Science, 
publishedd in 1877 and 1878, in which Peirce's aim is to describe "the method 
off  scientific investigation", he submits that before we can understand human 
reasoning,, we must acquaint ourselves with the fact "that there are such states 
off  mind as doubt and belief - that a passage from one to the other is possible, 
thee object of thought remaining the same, and that this transition is subject to 
somee rules which all minds are alike bound by" (CW3, 246).9 Following this 
observation,, Peirce, in accordance with Alexander Bains's definition of belief as 
"thatt upon which a man is prepared to act", considers the practical difference 
betweenn doubt and belief. 

Ourr beliefs guide our desires and shape our actions. [...] So it is 
withh every belief, according to its degree. The feeling of believing is 
aa more or less sure indication of there being established in our nature 
somee habit which will determine our actions. Doubt never has such 
ann effect. 

[...]]  Doubt is an uneasy and dissatisfied state from which we struggle 
too free ourselves and pass into the state of belief; while the latter is 
aa calm and satisfactory state which we do not wish to avoid, or to 
changee belief into something else (CW3, 247).10 

Doubtt can only exist thanks to a background of established beliefs, which together 
formm a pattern of expectations.11 An unforeseen experience - an infringement of 
thee pattern of expectations - breeds true doubt: "A true doubt is [...] a doubt 
whichh really interferes with the smooth working of the belief-habit" (CP 5.510). 
Ourr beliefs are shaken by this unforeseen experience, which after all in some way 

9i9iCWCW m, n' refers to page n of volume m of the Writings of Charles S. Peirce) 'CP m.ri' 
referss to section n of volume m of the Collected Papers of Charles Sanders Peirce; and 'NE m, 
n'' refers to page n of volume m of Peirce's The New Elements of Mathematics. 

10,iAndd what, then, is belief? [...] We have seen that it has just three properties: first, it 
iss something that we are aware of; second, it appeases the irritation of doubt; and, third, it 
involvess the establishment in our nature of a rule of action, or, say for short, a habit." (CW3, 
263.) ) 

111 "[Tjhere is but one state of mind from which you can "set out,' namely, the very state of 
mindd in which you actually find yourself at the time you do 'set out' - a state in which you are 
ladenn with an immense mass of cognition already formed, of which you cannot divest yourself if 
youu would [...] Do you call it doubting to write down on a piece of paper that you doubt? If so, 
doubtt has nothing to do with any serious business. [...] [Tjhere is much that you do not doubt. 
inn the least. Now that which you do not at all doubt, you must and do regard as infallible, 
absolutee truth." (CP 5.416.) 
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mustt be accounted for an undesirable situation that can only be remedied by 
logic,, which, according to Peirce, "may be defined as the science of the laws of 
thee stable establishment of beliefs" (CP 3.429). 

Reluctantly,, Peirce chooses the term inquiry for the '"struggle to attain a 
statee of belief', a struggle that is provoked by the stimulus of doubt, and he 
states:: "The sole object of inquiry is the settlement of opinion" (CW 3, 248). 
Mostt importantly. Peirce finds the question whether the belief that has thus been 
reachedd is true irrelevant for the study of inquiry, "for as soon as a firm belief 
iss reached we are entirely satisfied, whether the belief be true or false'*  (CW 3, 
248).. This judgement clears the path for Peirce s pragmatist account of truth: a 
definitionn of truth in terms of inquiry. 

Subsequently,, four different methods with which our opinions can be settled 
aree individually reviewed: 'the method of tenacity', 'the method of authority', 'the 
aa priori  method' (in which logical deduction already plays a part), and last but 
nott least, ;the method of science'. Since the first three methods, albeit in different 
ways,, are all subject to the whims and fancies of man, and, as opposed to the 
methodd of science, only strengthen a preconceived opinion and therefore cannot 
guaranteee the reliability of their results, Peirce rejects them and then favours the 
methodd of science, that "tends to unsettle opinions at first, to change them and 
too confirm a certain opinion which depends only on the nature of investigation 
itself'' (CW3, 17): 

Too satisfy our doubts, therefore, it is necessary that a method should 
bee found by which our beliefs may be caused by nothing human, but by 
somee external permanency - by something upon which our thinking 
hass no effect. [,..] It must be something which affects, or might 
affect,, every man. And, though these affections are necessarily as 
variouss as are individual conditions, yet the method must be such 
thatt the ultimate conclusion of every man shall be the same. Such is 
thee method of science. Its fundamental hypothesis, restated in more 
familiarr language, is this: There are real things, whose characters are 
entirelyy independent of our opinions about them; those realities affect 
ourr senses according to regular laws, and, though our sensations are 
ass different as our relations to the objects, yet, by taking advantage of 
thee laws of perception, we can ascertain by reasoning how things really 
are,, and any man, if he have sufficient experience and reason enough 
aboutt it, wil l be led to the one true conclusion. (CW3, 253-254)12 

Reality,, even though it only shows its true face once 'the final opinion' has been 
reached,, and scientific method are the bulwarks that enable us to systematize the 

12Cf.. "[W]e may define the real as that whose characters are independent of what anybody 
mayy think them to be." (CW3, 271.) 
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surgingg sea of subjective experience.13 As reality only becomes known once our 
permanentlyy ongoing inquiries have been completed, a description of that reality 
shouldd play no part in the investigation of scientific method. 

2.2.11 Analytic and Synthetic Reasoning 

Peirce,, who is rarely consistent in his terminology, distinguishes two main classes 
off  inferences in scientific method: on the one hand there are explicative, analytic, 
orr deductive inferences,14 and on the other hand, ampliative, synthetic, or induc-
tivee inferences (later, in the 1878 essay 'Deduction, Induction, and Hypothesis', 
Peircee subdivides the latter class into (1) the class of inductive inferences and (2) 
thee class of abductive inferences, also termed 'hypothesis'). Although in math-
ematics,, of which probability theory is a part, it is possible to limit the study 
off  proofs to the examination of deductive reasoning, "the only inferences which 
increasee our real knowledge" are synthetic inferences, as "the facts summed up in 
thee conclusion are not among those stated in the premises" (CW3, 297).15 The 
Kantiann Peirce considers finding an answer to the question as to how synthetic 
inferencess are possible to be "the lock upon the door of philosophy" (CW2, 268). 

Peirce'ss essay 'The Probability of Induction' is devoted to the following key 
question:: can synthetic inferences be reduced to analytic inferences? Despite 
thee fact that, in an earlier essay, Peirce commits himself to a different point of 

13Quinee goes even further and claims that our methods and techniques are also eligible for 
revision:: "The totality of our so-called knowledge or beliefs, from the most casual matters of ge-
ographyy and history to the profoundest laws of atomic physics or even of pure mathematics and 
logic,, is a man-made fabric which impinges on experience only along the edges. Or, to change 
thee picture, total science is like a field of force whose boundary conditions are experience." 
[Quine,, 1953, p. 42.] It would be a misconception, based on a sloppy interpretation of Peirce's 
viewss on quantitative induction, to state, as Ernest Nagel did, that Peirce "maintained that the 
logicall  canons and methods of scientific inquiry have themselves been obtained in the course of 
inquiry,, and that they are 'self-corrective' - both in the sense that hypotheses about statistical 
orr other properties of populations can be improved by continued use of those logical methods, as 
welll  as in the sense that limitations and defects in those methods can be discovered in the very 
processs of using them, and can be remedied by supplementing established methods with new 
oness suggested by problems encountered in inquiry." [Nagel, 1982, p. 308.] According to Peirce, 
realityy and logic lie outside the domain of change. For a critique of Nagel's interpretation, see 
[Misak,, 1991, Chapter 3, notably p. I l l 119]. 

14Ass said before, deduction already plays a part in the 'a priori  method', with which Peirce 
particularlyy refers to philosophical systems that seem to comply with the Aristotelian ideal of 
knowledgee discussed in our introduction. According to Peirce, it is in fact the evidence postulate 
thatt plays tricks on the method we use to settle our opinions: "The most perfect example of it 
[thee a priori  method; AMT] is to be found in the history of metaphysical philosophy. Systems of 
thiss sort have not usually rested upon any observed facts, at least not in any degree. They have 
chieflyy been adopted because their fundamental propositions seemed "agreeable to reason'" (CW 
3,, 252). Among others, Peirce's logic can be seen as an attempt to eradicate the subjectivist 
appeall  to evidence or insight in epistemology and to locate the actual underlying rules of these 
faculties. . 

155 Making a diagnosis is a good example of ampliative reasoning. 
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view.166 deductive reasoning certainly does not lay down the standard for the 
judgementt of all reasoning: "[I] t is only an absurd attempt to reduce synthetic 
too analytic reason" (CW 3. 301). Peirce arrives at this negative conclusion after 
discussingg as clearly and as forcibly as possible the most eligible candidate for an 
eventuall  reduction, the 'frequency theory of probability'.17 in which, in accordance 
withh Venn, probability is interpreted "as the proportion of times in which an 
occurencee of one kind is accompanied by an occurence of another kind" (CW3, 
291).. Nevertheless, there are clearly unbridgeable differences between analytic 
andd synthetic reasoning,18 differences that Peirce articulates as follows: 

Whenn we draw a deductive or analytic conclusion, our rule of inference 
iss that facts of a certain general character are either invariably or in 
aa certain proportion of cases accompanied by facts of another general 
character.. Then our premise being a fact of the former class, we 
inferr with certainty or with the appropriate degree of probability the 
existencee of a fact of the second class. But the rule for synthetic 
inferencee is of a different kind. [...] [Sjynthetic inference is founded 
uponn a classification of facts, not according to their characters, but 
accordingg to the manner of obtaining them. Its rule is, that a number 
off  facts obtained in a given way will in general more or less resemble 
otherr facts obtained in the same way; or, experiences whose conditions 
areare the same will  have the same general characters. 

[...]]  [I]n the case of analytic inference we know the probability of 
ourr conclusion (if the premises are true), but in the case of synthetic 
inferencess we only know the trustworthiness of our proceeding. As all 
knowledgee comes from synthetic inference, we must equally infer that 
alll  human certainty consists merely in our knowing that the processes 
byy which our knowledge has been derived are such as must generally 
havee led to true conclusions. (CW 3, 305)19 

16Inn 'The Doctrine of Chances', Peirce verges on a reductionism which he then fervently 
refutess in the next essay. He writes: "The theory of probabilities is simply the science of logic 
quantitativelyy treated" (CW 3, 278), and on top of that he adds (after all, the first quote 
certainlyy does not rule out a qualitative logic): "The general problem of probabilities is, for a 
givenn state of facts, to determine the numerical probability of a possible fact. This is the same 
ass to inquire how much the given facts are worth, considered as evidence to prove the possible 
fact.. Thus the problem of probabilities is simply the general problem of logic." (CW3, 278.) 

17Thee term is from [Kneale, 1949, p. 150]. 
18Seee also Peirce's explanation in CW 3, 324-325. 
19Thee reader's attention should be drawn to the epistemic component of synthetic inferences, 

whichh after all are based on "a classification of facts [...] according to the manner of obtaining 
them.""  See also Hookway, who writes about synthetic inferences: ''According to Peirce, their 
ampliativee character is reflected in the fact that whether an inductive or hypothetical argument 
iss a good one depends on the non-existence of some other knowledge". [Hookwav. 1985. p. 31-
32.1 1 
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Noww that the attempt to base inductive inference solidly on probability theory 
hass run aground, Peirce reassures the reader: after all, the trustworthiness of 
inductivee reasoning can be substantiated with the concept of limits: "Though a 
syntheticc inference cannot by any means be reduced to deduction, yet that the 
rulee of induction will hold good in the long run may be deduced from the principle 
thatt reality is only the object of the final opinion to which sufficient investigation 
wouldd lead" (CW 3, 305). Nevertheless, knowledge acquired through the 'logic 
off  science1 is especially susceptible to error because of its essentially synthetic 
character: : 

Thatt we ever do discover the precise nature of things, that any in-
ductionn whatever is absolutely without exception, is what we have no 
rightt to assume. (CW3, 317) 

2.2.22 Deduction, Induction, and Abduction 

Thee special nature of Peirce's logical investigations into the conditions of induc-
tionn and abduction can be better understood by setting these investigations off 
againstt for example Russell's ideas concerning the relation between reason and 
intuition.. Russell, who like Peirce is convinced of the untenability of the Aris-
toteliann ideal of knowledge, in which reliance on intuition is essential in order to 
justifyy the fundamental principles, writes in his well-known essay 'Mysticism and 
Logic'' of 1914: 

Instinct,, intuition, or insight is what first leads to the beliefs which 
subsequentt reason confirms or confutes; but the confirmation, where 
itt is possible, consists, in the last analysis, of agreement with other 
beliefss no less instinctive. Reason is a harmonising, controlling force 
ratherr than a creative one. Even in the most purely logical realm, it 
iss insight that first arrives at what is new. [Russell, 1917, p. 13] 

Russelll  banishes insight from the realm of reason, so that any investigation into 
thee conditions on the basis of which insight is reached is out of the question. Only 
oncee insight has been found, its tenability is tested by rational means.20 

Inn his 1868 essay 'Questions Concerning Certain Faculties Claimed for Man', 
Peircee targets different claims concerning intuition and denies that we have an 
"intuitivee faculty of distinguishing intuitive from mediate cognitions" (CW 2, 
200).. He points out that many supposed intuitions imperceptibly are still the re-
sultt of reasoning,21 and this encourages him to include these cognitive phenomena 

20Reichenbach'ss distinction between 'context of discovery' and 'context of justification' also 
shouldd be understood in this context. 

2'Peirce'ss thesis of the omnipresence of reasoning in the acquisition of knowledge is exemplified 
inn the following quotes: "[W]hen the reasoning is easy and natural to us, however complex may 
bee the premises, they sink into insignificance and oblivion proportionally to the satisfactoriness 
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inn the domain of logic and consequently to champion the systematic investigation 
off  non-deductive types of inference: according to Peirce, logic is "the doctrine of 
truth,, its nature and the manner in which it is to be discovered" (CW3, 14). 

Inn the 1866 Lowell Lectures, Peirce already distinguishes between two types of 
ampliativee inference, induction and hypothesis, a distinction that is made within 
thee framework of Aristotelian syllogistic. Even in 1878, Peirce maintained -
falsely,, for that matter that "all inference may be reduced in some way to 
Barbara!'Barbara!' (CW3, 323), but, with the considerations of the previous subsection in 
mind,, he keeps his options open: u[A] s long as the is [the copula in Barbara; AMT] 
iss taken literally, no inductive reasoning can be put into this form" (CW3, 324). 
Nevertheless,, the logical form to which inductive reasoning as well as abductive 
reasoningg can be reduced is still linked to the form of the syllogism. After all, 
Peirce'ss examples only include propositions in subject-predicate form, and each 
inferencee invariably consists of two premises and one conclusion. Consequently, 
combinatoricss show us that this straitjacket not only suits Barbara, the patron 
saintt of deductive reasoning, but that it also fits the two 'new' types of reasoning, 
inductionn and abduction. Therefore, the strength of Peirce's distinctions does 
nott necessarily reside in the recognition of the latter two types of reasoning, but 
ratherr in the independent status that Peirce gives them, and as a result, in the 
incitementt to investigate under which conditions these types of reasoning are 
sound. . 

Ass an introduction to the definition of inductive and abductive inference, 
Peircee first discusses deductive reasoning, which is characterized by "the applica-
tionn of general rules to particular cases", and comes up with the following example 
(whichh is not, strictly speaking, of the form Barbara): 

D E D U C T I ON N 

Rule.Rule. i— Al l the beans from this bag are white. 
Case.Case. — These beans are from this bag. 

.'.. Result. — These beans are white. 

Inn an earlier article from the same lectures series, in which induction is instead 
examinedd in a more statistical context, Peirce, priding himself on originality, 
definess an inductive inference as follows: 

TheThe inference that a previously designated character has nearly the 
samesame frequency of occurence in the whole of a class that it has in a 
samplesample drawn at random out of that class is induction. (CW3, 313) 

Suchh an inference "only has its full force when the character concerned has been 
designatedd before examining the sample" (CW3, 316), a reference by Peirce to 

off  the theory based upon them" (CW 2, 199), and "there is no judgment of pure observation 
withoutt reasoning" (CW3, 300). 
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thee difference in forcefulness between the following considerations: (1) predicting 
thatt half the beans from a given bag of beans are white, then seeing that approx-
imatelyy half the beans from a handful of beans from the given bag are white, and 
concludingg that half the beans from the bag concerned are white; and (2) seeing 
thatt approximately half the beans from a handful of beans from a given bag of 
beanss are white and concluding that half the beans from the bag concerned are 
white.. The latter reasoning is obviously the weakest. 

Thiss striking distinction is no longer found in the essay 'Deduction, Induction, 
andd Hypothesis', in which the definition of inductive reasoning is adapted to a 
syllogisticc context: "[Ijnduction is the inference of the rule from the case and 
result'result'.. A littl e further on, we read: 

Inductionn is where we generalize from a number of cases of which 
somethingg is true, and infer that the same thing is true of a whole class. 
Or,, where we find a certain thing to be true of a certain proportion 
off  cases and infer that it is true of the same proportion of the whole 
class.. (CW3, 326) 

Thiss description serves to elucidate the following example: 

INDUCTION N 

Case.Case. — These beans are from this bag. 
Result.Result. — These beans are white. 

.".. Rule. — All the beans from this bag are white. 

Abductivee reasoning, here still termed 'hypothesis' by Peirce, actually consists 
off  "the inference of a case from a rule and result' and is somewhat clarified by 
thee following words: 

Hypothesiss is where we find some very curious circumstance, which 
wouldd be explained by the supposition that it was a case of a certain 
generall  rule, and thereupon adopt that supposition. Or, where we 
findfind that in certain respects two objects have a strong resemblance, 
andd infer that they resemble one another strongly in other respects. 
(CW3,, 326) 

Peircee illustrates his claims with the following reasoning: 

ABDUCTION N 

Rule.Rule. — All the beans from this bag are white. 
Result.Result. — These beans are white. 

.'.. Case. — These beans are from this bag. 
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Thenn Peirce comes up with a condition by which abductive inferences, which in 
currentt literature on argumentation theory are also discussed under the overall 
headingg "inferences to the best explanation', can be properly evaluated, even if 
theyy are only "a weak kind of argument": 

Whenn we adopt a certain hypothesis, it is not alone because it will 
explainn the observed facts, but also because the contrary hypothesis 
wouldd probably lead to results contrary to those observed. (CW 3, 
328) ) 

Accordingg to Peirce, the following clearer rules should be adopted "in order that 
thee process of making an hypothesis should lead to a probable result": 

1.. The hypothesis should be distinctly put as a question, before mak-
ingg the observations which are to test its truth. In other words, we 
mustt try to see what the result of predictions from the hypothesis will 
be. . 
2.. The respect in regard to which the resemblances are noted must be 
takenn at random. We must not take a particular kind of predictions 
forr which the hypothesis is known to be good. 
3.. The failures as well as the successes of the predictions must be hon-
estlyy noted. The whole proceeding must be fair and unbiased. (CW 
3,, 331) 

However,, there is also a condition that hypotheses have to meet before they 
cann even be allowed to serve as a conclusion of an abductive inference: it must 
bee possible to verify whether the abductive inference, of which the hypothesis 
concernedd is the conclusion, complies with the rules mentioned above, that is, the 
hypothesiss must make predictions that are verifiable. In short, it must comply 
withh Peirce's pragmatic maxim: "Consider what effects, which might conceivably 
havee practical bearings, we conceive the object of our conception to have. Then, 
ourr conception of these effects is the whole of our conception of the object" (CW 
3,, 266).22 Hypotheses without any practical effects cannot be evaluated correctly 
usingg the rules of abduction. The admissibility of an hypothesis is determined by 
Peirce'ss pragmatic maxim, the tenability of an hypothesis is (among other things) 
determinedd by the said three conditions of abduction.23 

Byy way of conclusion, Peirce discusses at some length the similarities, but 
especiallyy the differences between induction and abduction. With regard to their 
rolee in the formulation of scientific theories, Peirce claims (note the epistemic 
componentt in both cases): 

22Unlikee the verification criterion advocated by certain members of the Vienna Circle, hy-
pothesess in the field of logic and mathematics also come under Peirce's pragmatic criterion. It 
wouldd be getting too far off the subject to discuss Peirce's philosophy of mathematics here. 

23Misakk gives a list of Peirce's abduction criteria and their locations [Misak, 1991. p. 99] that 
wouldd have relished Lakatos, but unfortunately she confuses the admissibility and the tenability 
off  hypotheses. 
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Byy induction, we conclude that facts, similar to observed facts, are 
truee in cases not examined. By hypothesis, we conclude the existence 
off  a fact quite different from anything observed, from which, according 
too known laws, something observed would necessarily result. The 
former,, is reasoning from particulars to the general law; the latter, 
fromm effect to cause. The former classifies, the latter explains. (CW 
3,, 332) 

Abductivee reasoning allows us to conclude facts that are beyond direct observa-
tion,244 which makes abduction an indispensable part of scientific method. 

Ourr forever temporary beliefs determine the expectations on which our actions 
aree based. An unforeseen experience undermines our beliefs, so that an inquiry 
iss needed to re-establish the lost equilibrium and to overcome the doubt caused 
byy the unforeseen experience. Such an inquiry follows certain specific rules that 
cann be formulated and that are subdivided into three main types: abduction, de-
ductionn and induction. (Qualitative) induction provides us with classifications of 
ourr observations, expressed in 'empirical formulae'. In turn, these often not fully 
accuratee generalizations (our observations are often inaccurate) serve as a basis 
forr an explanatory hypothesis that is tested by checking whether the predictions 
derivedd from this hypothesis add up. (Quantitative) induction plays a part in 
testingg the hypothesis. Although essentially uncertain, the result of this inquiry, 
preciselyy due to the fact that it has undergone the procedure followed and thus 
warrantss a 'maximum of expectation' and a 'minimum of surprise', supplies a 
sufficientt basis for our thoughts and actions, until once again an unforeseen expe-
riencee compels us to start a new inquiry. By open-mindedly and conscientiously 
followingg this procedure of 'belief-doubt-belief', we would eventually arrive at a 
sett of beliefs that no experience can contradict, a pattern of expectations that 
wil ll  never have any surprises in store for us: the Truth. 

2.33 Truth in Terms of Inquiry 

Amongg all the current philosophical wrangling about truth, there are several 
authorss calling themselves pragmatists, who maybe do not actually define, but 
att least provide an account of the concept of truth or of the somewhat broader 
'warrantedd assert ability' more or less in terms of a theory of scientific inquiry, and 
whosee work is within the scope of the subject matter discussed in this chapter.25 

24Cf.. "The great difference between induction and hypothesis is, that the former infers the 
existencee of phenomena such as we have observed in cases which are similar, while hypothesis 
supposess something of a different kind from what we have directly observed, and frequently 
somethingg which it would be impossible for us to observe directly." (CW3. 335-336.) 

25[Jardine,, 1986, p. 21-35]: [Misak, 1991, passim) and [Misak, 1998]; [Putnam, 1981, p. 49-
74]]  and [Putnam, 1990, p. 223] (in the preface to Realism with a Human Face, Putnam rejects 
interpretationss of his definition of truth as "an idealization of rational acceptability" in terms 
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Fromm this literature I have selected Cheryl Misak's study Truth and the End of 
Inquiry:Inquiry: A Peircean Account of Truth (1991), because she undertook not only to 
makee a meticulous reconstruction of Peirce's doctrines, but also to defend them. 
Inn this section I wil l weigh her arguments on a gold platter to see if they have 
thee right content. 

Ass noted before, Peirce, who attempted to describe inquiry without reference 
too the concept of truth, insists on understanding t ruth (and falsehood) in terms of 
inquiry:: "[T]he ideas of truth and falsehood, in their full development, appertain 
exclusivelyy to the scientific method of settling opinion." (CW 3, 272) It wil l be 
clearr just a minimum of historical awareness wil l do - that the relation between 
t ruthh and inquiry cannot simply be situated in the assumption that the results of 
scientificc investigation are true. Peirce, who was familiar with the developments 
inn the sciences of his time, seized the opportunity to argue for his explication of 
t ruthh in terms of inquiry as follows: 

[A]]  11 the followers of science are fully persuaded that the processes of 
investigation,, if only pushed far enough, wil l give one certain solution 
too every question to which they can be applied. [...] They may at 
firstt obtain different results, but, as each perfects his methods and his 
processes,, the results wil l move steadily towards a destined centre. So 
withh all scientific research. Different minds may set out with the most 
antagonisticc views, but the progress of investigation carries them by 
aa force outside of themselves to one and the same conclusion. This 
activityy of thought by which we are carried, not where we wish, but to 
aa foreordained goal, is like the operation of destiny. No modification 
off  the point of view taken, no selection of other facts for study, no 
naturall  bent of mind even, can enable a man to escape the predestinate 
opinion.. This great law is embodied in the conception of t ruth and 
reality.. The opinion which is fated to be ultimately agreed to by 
alll  who investigate, is what we mean by the truth, and the object 
representedd in this opinion is the real. That is the way I would explain 
reality.. {CW3, 273) 

Thiss is a remarkable definition, not only because of the deterministic character 
attr ibutedd to inquiry, but also because of the fact that Peirce's explication of 
t ruthh in terms of inquiry fully depends on an ostensibly mathematical concept of 
limits,, a concept that is fundamental to crucial aspects of Peirce's work.26 

off  a Peircean ideal limi t of inquiry); [Reynolds, 2000]. 
26Inn his article 'The Doctrine of Chances', after pointing out that human life is finite ("death 

makess the numbers of our risks, of our inferences, finite, and so makes their mean result uncer-
tain""  (CW3, 283-284)), Peirce discusses the way in which, in the long run, a probability can 
bee assigned to a probabilistic inference: "I can see but one solution of it. It seems to me that 
wee are driven to this, that logicality inexorably requires that our interests shall not be limited. 
Theyy must not stop at our own fate, but must embrace the whole community. This community, 
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Inn her Truth and the End of Inquiry, Misak supports a favourable interpreta-
tionn of Peirce's explication of the concept of truth, an explication that, according 
too her, should not be interpreted as a definition of truth, but as a supplement 
too Tarski's correct but empty convention T.27 In Misak's argument, well in-
terspersedd with quotations, Peirce's deliberations with regard to the concept of 
truthh are eventually condensed into the following two subjunctive conditionals, 
thatt however do not have an equal status: the first, the so-called T-I conditional 
(fromm truth to inquiry) is a regulative assumption, the second, the I T conditional 
(fromm inquiry to truth), a claim: 

(T-I)) if H is true then if inquiry relevant to H were pursued as far as it 
couldd fruitfull y go, H would be believed. [Misak, 1991, p. 43] 

(I-T)) if, if inquiry relevant to H were to be pursued as far as it could 
fruitfull yy go, then H would be believed, then H is true. [Misak, 1991, 
p.. 46] 

2.3.11 The T-I Conditional versus Bivalence 

Misakk defends her refusal to assume the burden of proof for the T-I conditional 
byy denying that it is a claim: according to her, we have to take into account the 
possibilityy that this conditional does not apply, a possibility of which Peirce was 
alsoo aware. Namely, if indispensable material concerning a certain hypothesis has 
beenn lost once and for all, it is very unlikely that an endless series of investigations 
wil ll  finally provide definitive proof for or against the hypothesis concerned. Peirce 
writes: : 

again,, must not be limited, but must extend to all races of beings with whom we can come 
intoo immediate or mediate intellectual relation. It must reach, however vaguely, beyond this 
geologicall  epoch, beyond all bounds. He who would not sacrifice his own soul to save the whole 
world,, is, as it seems to me, illogical in all his inferences, collectively. Logic is rooted in the 
sociall  principle.11 (CW3, 284.) A littl e further on he writes: "But all this requires a conceived 
identificationn of one's interests with those of an unlimited community." (CW3, 285.) Induction, 
too,, is eventually justified with a reference to the final opinion: "[T]hat the rule of induction 
wil ll  hold good in the long run may be deduced from the principle that reality is only the object 
off  the final opinion to which sufficient investigation would lead." (CW 3, 305.) 

27Misakk remarks that "Tarski leaves open what it takes for a given sentence (or object) to 
satisfyy the condition" [Misak, 1991, p. 127] and "the Tarski-style definition tells us nothing 
substantiall  about the property truth. Like the correspondence formula, it does not tell us what 
too expect of true hypotheses and it does not tell us how to go about inquiring into the truth 
off  hypotheses. [...] In its efforts to refrain from invoking anything mysterious it fails to engage 
thee truth with anything so as to give us a grasp of the predicate 'is true"' [Misak, 1991, p. 128]. 
Wrightt contests these statements in the first chapter of [Wright, 1992]. 

Ass a matter of fact, Tarski's convention T is not 'correct'; after all, it cannot handle the liar's 
paradox.. Successful attempts to sidestep this problem with a fixed-point construction stem 
fromm [Kripke, 1975]. 
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Butt I may be asked what I have to say to all the minute facts of history, 
forgottenn never to be recovered, to the lost books of the ancients, to 
thee buried secrets. [...] Do these things not really exist because they 
aree hopelessly beyond the reach of our knowledge? (CW3, 27'4) 

Heree the principle of bivalence,28 not to be confused with the principle of the 
excludedd middle,29 comes into play. After all, if we are unable to gather enough 
evidencee in regard to a certain hypothesis H, H could, if we strictly apply the 
definition,, be neither true nor false, which is inconsistent with the principle of 
bivalencee that states that each hypothesis is either true or false.30 

Thee solution for this problem that Nicholas Jardine puts forward in The For-
tunestunes of Inquiry (1986) - "we must imaginatively escape from the spatio-temporal 
limitationss on the evidence-gathering capacities of ourselves and other physi-
callyy possible inquirers. The fiction of time-travel provides [...] precisely what 
iss needed" [Jardine. 1986. p. 30] - is evidently rejected forthright by Misak.31 

Becausee Misak sees no other way out. the possibility is kept open that some ques-
tionss may never be answered,32 which implies that there is no need to look for 
argumentss to substantiate the T-I conditional. Still, Peirce and Misak do not 
throww in the towel: 

Logicc requires us, with reference to each question we have in hand, to 
hopee some definite answer to it may be true. That hope with reference 
too each case as it comes up is, by a saltus, stated by logicians as a law 
concerningg all cases, namely the law of the excluded middle. (NEIV, 
xiii) 33 3 

28Inn this connection, Crispin Wright uses the word completeness: "The requirement of com-
pletenesss would be that, for each statement, either it or its negation must be justified under 
epistemicallyy ideal circumstances." [Wright, 1992, p. 39.] 

29Thee principle of the excluded middle, according to which each statement H V -<H is true, 
cann be maintained in the absence of the principle of bivalence. For technical details, see Bas 
vann Fraassen's study on supervaluations [Van Fraassen, 1966]. 

30Hookwayy remarks: "I t is a prima facie implausible feature of the doctrine that it suggests 
thatt there is no fact of the matter whether such propositions are true." [Hookway, 1985, p. 38.] 
Itt may be clear that on the grounds of Peirce's conception of reality a correspondence theory 
off  truth is not an option for Peirce: "[H]ow futile it was to imagine that we were to clear up 
thee idea of truth by the more occult idea of realityV (CP 1.578.) 

311 "A strategy involving counterfactual bravado abandons the pragmatist's commitment to say 
somethingg about the relationship between truth and inquiry [...] and replaces it with a claim 
aboutt what the relationship between truth and inquiry would be if inquiry were something it 
iss not." [Misak, 1991, p. 153-154.] 

32Peircee notes: "We cannot be quite sure that the community ever will settle down to an 
unalterablee conclusion upon any given question. Even if they do so for the most part, we have 
noo reason to think the unanimity will be quite complete, nor can we rationally presume any 
overwhelmingg consensus of opinion will be reached upon every question.'' (CP 6.610.) 

33Cf.. "[I] t is unphilosophical to suppose that, with regard to any given question (which 
hass any clear meaning), investigation would not bring forth a solution of it. if it were carried 
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Misakk promptly promotes this hope to the status of a regulative assumption -
assumptionss do not have to be defended - in inquiry, and even speaks of "the hope 
off  bivalence" [Misak, 1991, p. 147], so that the principle of bivalence is secured: 

Thee inquirer must assume, for a hypothesis which is thought to be 
objective,, that there is a chance that inquiry would eventually settle 
onn its truth-value. [Misak, 1991, p. 141] 

However,, Misak does not blindly rely on the charity of the reader and presents 
himm with a somewhat contrived consideration: "The fact that the regulative as-
sumptionn is foolish with respect to a particular issue will coincide with the fact 
thatt no one will inquire into that issue." [Misak, 1991, p. 157.] Furthermore, 
Misakk expresses the opinion that we have no right to claim that a certain hy-
pothesiss will never have any truth-value, because after all, the T-I conditional 
showss us that first the final opinion has to be reached before we can justify such 
aa claim. "But since the antecedent of this conditional [that is, the consequent of 
thee T-I conditional; AMT] is about what would be the case if inquiry were pushed 
indefinitelyy far, we can never assert it is fulfilled." [Misak, 1991, p. 156]. 

Cann the principle of bivalence be defended more convincingly and without 
astutee quiddities? In his 'What Price Bivalence?', Quine commends bivalence as 
aa basic characteristic of our classical theories of nature: 

Itt has us positing a true-false dichotomy across all the statements 
thatt we can express in our theoretical vocabulary, irrespective of our 
knowingg how to decide them. In keeping with our theories of nature 
wee have viewed all such sentences as having factual content, however 
remotee from observation. In this way simplicity of theory has been 
served.. [Quine, 1981, p. 36] 

Thee gist of the principle of bivalence is that we assume that even statements 
whosee evidence has been lost once and for all are nevertheless either true or false: 

Wee declare that it is either true or false that there was an odd number 
off  blades of grass in Harvard Yard at the dawn of Commencement Day, 
1903.. The matter is undecidable, but we maintain that there is a fact 
off  the matter. [Quine, 1981, p. 32] 

Quinee does not feel inclined to defend bivalence by shielding it from possible 
criticism,, as Misak did with her 'hope of bivalence'. Because Misak, as we shall 
see,, rejects the epistemological holism on which Quine's defence of the principle 
off  bivalence is based, it is not open to her to follow Quine's plausible strategy in 
orderr to strengthen her rather feeble position: 

farr enough." (CW 3, 274.) On other crucial points of argument in his epistemology, Peirce 
alsoo addresses the hope that everything will turn out all right in the end. Thus "hope in the 
unlimitedd continuance of intellectual activity" (CW3, 285) is Peirce's final resort for the defence 
off  the possibility to attribute a probability to inferences. 
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Thee question about the grass of 1903 hinged, one felt, on a robust 
matterr of fact. Still, being clearly indecidable. the question makes 
empiricall  sense to us only by analogy and extrapolation. It makes 
sensee because we often do count things, and are prepared even to 
countt present blades of grass. We project these vivid notions into 
thee inaccessible past as a matter of course, such is the organisation of 
ourr system of the world. [...] This undecidable question [...] makes 
empiricall  sense to us only by virtue of the devious connections between 
ourr systematic theory of the world and the various observations to 
whichh the system as a whole is answerable. [Quine, 1981, p. 35] 

2.3.22 The I T Conditional is Wide of the Mark 

Lett us now take a closer look at the I-T conditional and try to beat the pragma-
tistss at their own game. Royce and Russell had already stated that the antecedent 
off  the I-T conditional could not be a material implication, and in this chapter we 
wil ll  demonstrate that even a pragmatist cannot pull it off with a counterfactual. 

I tt may be useful to start with Misak's argumentation for her pragmatist ac-
countt of truth. The main argument for the I-T conditional runs as follows: 
supposee we have exhaustively investigated an hypothesis H and have corne to the 
conclusionn that H is the case. Then it could not be that a possible experience, 
whateverr its origin may be, could still undermine this conclusion, since this would 
onlyy mean that our inquiries have not been fully exhaustive. Peirce's pragmatic 
principlee ("there is no distinction of meaning so fine as to consist in anything 
butt a possible difference of practice" (CW 3, 265)) prohibits us to withhold the 
predicatee 'true' from H.34 Peirce writes: 

Too believe the absolute truth would be to have such a belief that 
underr no circumstance, such as would actually occur, should we find 
ourselvess surprised. (MS 693, 166) [Misak, 1991, p. 87] 

Ass stated, Royce and Russell make clear that the implication in the antecedent 
off  our conditional cannot be a material implication:35 Royce and Russell ask 
whetherr beliefs are in fact true as long as the possibility still exists that the final 
opinionn may never be reached.36 Their argument can be strengthened as follows: 

344 Misak rhetorically asks: "When we have beliefs that would forever withstand the tests of 
experiencee and argument, what is the point of refusing to confer upon them the titl e 'true'?1' 
[Misak,, 1991. p. 47.] 

35Seee also Hookway 1985, 38 39. 
36Willia mm Kneale takes it one step further: "It is surely false, however, that the possibility 

off  rational action in the circumstances we are considering depends on the prospects of survival 
off  the human race. And even if we were sure that the human race would survive for ever and 
weree animated by the most devoted altruism, we could attach no meaning to the promise of an 
advantagee which was to be realized only at the end of infinite duration." [Kneale. 1949, p. 166.] 
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supposee that our investigations relevant to H will never be completed. Then, of 
course,, the fact also applies that our investigations relevant to ->H will never be 
completed.. In that case, the statements "inquiry relevant to H has been pursued 
ass far as it could fruitfull y go" and "inquiry relevant to ->// has been pursued as 
farr as it could fruitfull y go" are both false. Therefore, the material implications 
"Iff  inquiry relevant to H has been pursued as far as it could fruitfull y go, then 
HH is believed" and "if inquiry relevant to ^H has been pursued as far as it could 
fruitfull yy go, then ^H is believed" are both true. Now, suppose that the I T 
conditionall  is correct. Then we have, firstly uif if inquiry relevant to H has 
beenn pursued as far as it could fruitfull y go, then H is believed, then H is true" 
andd secondly, "if  if inquiry relevant to ^H has been pursued as far as it could 
fruitfull yy go, then ->H is believed, then ->H is true". With modus ponens, it now 
followss that UH is true" and u-iH is true", which obviously was not intended. 
Soo understanding the implication in the antecedent of the I T conditional as a 
materiall  implication just will not wash; after all, it cannot be argued that the 
finall  opinion will always be reached. 

Misakk repeatedly claims that the problem mentioned above disappears like 
snoww in summer if the antecedent of the I-T conditional is a subjunctive condi-
tional.. Though he does not mention Misak, Crispin Wright (his critique is aimed 
primarilyy at Peirce's account of truth) attacks this claim in his Truth and Objec-
tivitytivity (1992). Wright sidesteps Quine's second dogma the dogma of reductionism 
-- by advocating a holistic approach to evidence: "[A]ny piece of information may, 
inn the context of an appropriate epistemic background, be relevant to any partic-
ularr belief." [Wright, 1992, p. 45.]37 This means, according to Wright, that we 
cann only speak of "epistemically ideal circumstances" if we have all the empirical 
informationinformation at our disposal. 

[I] tt is hard to see how a subject who somehow accomplished a Peircean 
statee of comprehensive empirical information, could have any intima-
tionn that she had done so. By what principle could a subject discount 
thee idea that there was still more to learn? But that reflection sets 
upp a tension within any account of truth of the Peircean sort. For the 
ideaa that what is true is what a subject meeting certain conditions, C, 
wouldd be in a position to acknowledge directly requires that a subject 
whoo was actually in conditions C a subject of whom it was true that 
shee was in conditions C - would be in position to acknowledge the fact. 
Iff  such an acknowledgment would be impossible, then the antecedents 
off  the subjunctive conditional which, on a Peircean view, explicate 

37Contraryy to Misak, Christopher Hookway seems to regard Peirce's account of truth as 
holistic:: "Peirce defends a substantive theory of truth, which sees as true those propositions 
thatt enter into some ideally coherent body of opinions." [Hookway, 1985. p. 70.] Because, as we 
shalll  see, it has no bearing on the purpose of our argument whether Peirce's position is holistic 
orr not, the issue will not be pursued here. 
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whatt it is for a thought to be true, are uniformly false on purely con-
ceptuall  grounds. Since the status of subjunctive conditionals with 
conceptuallyy impossible antecedents is. by and large, extremely moot, 
thatt is bad news for Peircean views of truth. [Wright, 1992, p. 46] 

Inn her recent 'Deflating Truth: Pragmatism vs. Minimalism' (1998), Misak de-
fendss herself against this ostensibly devastating criticism by saying that "the 
pragmatistt can and should stay away from the ideas of total evidence and epis-
temicallyy ideal conditions. Inquiry [...] is not to be thought of as global, complete 
inquiry,, where every question is decided, including the question of whether inquiry 
iss complete." [Misak. 1998. p. 413.] In short, Misak rejects Wright's argumenta-
tion,, because Wright postulates a holism in regard to relevance that Misak does 
nott share. However. Misak leaves the reader in the dark about arguments against 
thiss holism (a hiatus that seriously weakens her argument), but aside from that, 
shee overlooks the fact that Wright's pitfalls also function without the postulation 
off  holism. 

II  will now demonstrate that Misak's defence is incomplete to say the least, 
whilee I suspect that it can only be supplemented coherently if pragmatism is 
renounced.. Let us assume, like Misak, that we can never be sure whether or not 
ourr inquiry relevant to an hypothesis H has been exhaustive: 

Thee pragmatist is a fallibilist and will simply agree that a person could 
neverr know that inquiry into a given question (never mind inquiry tout 
court)court) had been pursued as far as it could fruitfull y go. [Misak, 1998, 
p.. 414]38 

Thee pragmatist programme prohibits us to attribute any truth to the statement 
yy has been pursued as far as it could fruitfull y go", because after all, "what 

iss incapable of being known is [...] not real at all" {CW3, 319) and "cognizability 
(inn its widest sense) and being are not merely metaphysically the same, but are 
synonymouss terms" (CW2, 208).39 This cripples Misak's pragmatist account of 
truth:: the assumption with which the main argument for the I T conditional 
starts,, namely that our inquiries relevant to hypothesis H have been absolutely 
exhaustive,, immediately leads to a contradiction, from which everything follows, 
att least in standard logics. Each counterfactual with that same antecedent is 
thereforee true, and so the sentences "«ƒ, if inquiry relevant to H were to be pursued 
ass far as it could fruitfull y go. then H would be believed, then H is true" and "i/ , 

38Cf.. "[S]ince the antecedent of this conditional is about what would be the case if inquiry 
weree pushed indefinitely far, we can never assert that it is fulfilled:' [Misak, 1991, p. 156.] 

39Seee also: "[I] f in respect to some question - say that of the freedom of the will no matter 
howw long the discussion goes on, no matter how scientific our methods may become, there never 
wil ll  be a time when we can fully satisfy ourselves either that the question has no meaning, or 
thatt one answer or the other explains the facts, then in regard to that question, there certainly 
iss no truth" (CP 5.565.) 
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iff  inquiry relevant to H were to be pursued as far as it could fruitfull y go, then H 
wouldd be disbelieved, then H is true" are equivalent under Misak's assumption 
thatt we can never know whether our inquiries relevant to a certain question have 
beenn exhaustive. In short, even without referring to some form of holism, Wright's 
argumentt works.40 

Off  course, this attack may be parried with the claim that it is in fact possible 
too know whether we have reached the final opinion relevant to a certain question. 
Thiss is the path Crispin Wright takes following his critique of Peircean theories of 
truthh so as to give the skeleton of his 'minimalist' programme some flesh by con-
structingg at least one possible truth predicate. Wright, who apparently subscribes 
too Putnam's statement that "the justification conditions for sentences change as 
ourr total body of knowledge changes, and cannot be taken as fixed once and for 
all""  [Putnam, 1983, p. 85], sidesteps this problem by coming up with his own 
candidatee - superassertibility - for a truth predicate: 

AA statement is superassertible [...] if and only if it is, or can be, war-
rantedd and some warrant for it would survive arbitrarily close scrutiny 
off  its pedigree and arbitrarily extensive increments to or other forms 
off  improvement of our information. [Wright, 1992, p. 48] 

Wrightt claims to be using the concepts 'information state' and 'improvement' 
inn a purely formal sense, but fails - and that is the long and the short of it 
too frame those terms in a formal theory. Many often crucial questions therefore 
remainn unanswered: first, if Wright wishes his truth predicate 'superassertibility' 
too give out more than just the aura of a gratuitous suggestion, he will be re-
quiredd to answer the following question: given an information state a, in which a 
propositionn (p is warranted, how can it be demonstrated (or refuted) that for each 
improvementt (whatever it may be) o' of a the proposition 0 is still warranted? 

Inn Quine's view, however, such a proof can never be provided: "Any statement 
cann be held true come what may, if we make drastic enough adjustments elsewhere 
inn the system." [Quine, 1953, p. 43.] If Quine and Wright were to solve this 
conflictt of opinions, it is not a feasible option to forsake Wright's minimalist 
programmee and resort to the endorsement of an overall philosophical system 

inn that way, the adversaries would only entrench themselves -; it would be 
preferablee to investigate whether our methods of inquiry actually can warrant 
thee permanence that Wright desires and that Quine detests: this is a problem of 
logic. . 

Secondly:: suppose that a proof exists for the permanence of a given proposi-
tionn 0, can this proof be extended to a statement about superassertible proposi-

40AA second, if somewhat insipid objection lies in the annoying circumstance that the truth 
(Misakk disguises this problem by speaking of correctness [Misak, 1991, p. 69]) of the I-T condi-
tional,, like the truth of all other statements, can only be determined once our inquiries into I-T 
havee been completed, regardless of any convincing argument that may have been put forward 
presently. . 
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tionss independently of Wright's theory of the improvement of information states 
andd of propositions warranted by information states? (For example: exactly all 
tautologiess are superassertible. as they are in update semantics [Veltman. 1996].) 
Inn this case, what is the rationale of Wright's theory, if we can establish the char-
acteristicc to be defined independently of his proposals? Without an elaborate 
andd well-argued formal theory of the phenomena that have been discussed, we 
aree unable to judge Wright's argument, and as a result his considerations remain 
sterile. . 

Furthermore,, isn't Wright just attempting to give an interpretation of the tra-
ditionall  static concept of truth?41 Should we still be taking such a notion of truth 
seriouslyy when attempting to develop a consistently naturalistic epistemology? 

2.44 Conclusion 

Ass we have seen, the strong need that many philosophers feel to interpret the tra-
ditional,, static notions of truth and reality that are linked with the Aristotelian 
ideall  of knowledge, cannot be satisfied by Peirce's theory of scientific inquiry. 
However,, in spite of his incoherent theorizing in this matter, Peirce's attempts to 
understandd human cognition from a fundamentally dynamic perspective deserve 
everyy credit, not lastly because they offer us an alternative for the Aristotelian 
ideall  of knowledge. Before tackling the tricky themes of theoretical philosophy 
andd rushing into definitions of the concepts of ' truth' and 'reality', it is advisable 
too gain a thorough understanding of the dynamics of human cognition. Only when 
wee have articulated the mechanisms of the acquisition and revision of knowledge 
withh sufficient accuracy, wil l we be able, on the basis of these formal-logical in-
vestigations,, to provide a more than tentative answer to well-defined and detailed 
epistemologicall  questions concerning the relation between 'warranted assertabil-
itv""  and "truth'. 

411 "The idea of a statement whose complete and final warrant is wholly available to the speaker 
himselff  no matter what happens or of a speaker who neither needs nor can benefit from the 
dataa of others is precisely the old notion of knowledge which is private and incorrigible." 
[Putnam,, 1987, p. 53.] 


